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Tag Team Studio
Artist-run gallery
Tag Team Studio is an artist-run gallery in Bergen,
Norway. The studio consists of a gallery space, artist studios
and a workshop. The Studio was established in 2010 and is
today financially supported by Hordaland County Council, City
of Bergen and the Norwegian Council of Culture. Tag Team
Studio is an open and flexible platform with a focus on regional production of contemporary art.
www.tag-team.no
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Bjørn Frode Larsson (1965-2005)
Trough and intense, powerful and uninhibited style,
Bjørn Frode Larsson managed to capture the essens of his own
time. Still, he never concerned himself about following any artistic tendencies, and throughout his career his art was totally
uncompromised. Larsons paintings can clearly be placed within an expressive tradition, and his vast subject matter presents
fragments of what appears as his personal mythology, where
nothing is to private or delicate to reveal. Thematically his
works often deals with the painful conflict that can occur when
a sole individual is forcefully shaped and placed within the
confines of a modern society. Larssons extensive references to
popular culture in his paintings gives away a strong social and
civic commitment. Bjørn Frode Larsson passed away in 2005,
only 40 years old. He leaves behind a large production, where
parts of his collection have not yet been exhibited to the public.
Larssons unique and important artistry deserves a wider recognition and a firm place in the Norwegian art history.
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From the exhibition: "Confessions From the Funky Bunker", 2010
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Dillan Marsh
Installation for me is the staging of an arena; a temporal place, where there is the suggestion of narrative, but without the acting out or realisation of it. A tension or awkwardness
is arrived at through the procedure. There can be an ambiguity
of state; between definitives is where I find space for the work.
I construct exhibition components like film or theatre scenery;
with a façade of functionality. I am interested in light constructions, that can reflect the temporal and theatrical nature of an
exhibition, mobility rather than permanence can be implied. A
crude and provisional construction will be revealed in places; I
am curious to make components that are ill fitting or dysfunctional. I want to create gaps that can be entries into the work. A
gap is a hole, the place of desire; a sense of incompleteness in
ourselves, we perpetually seek fulfilment, to be whole. Fantasy
is continually renewed, we return again and again to the same
place. For me this is also a metaphor for the creative process:
the continual making and unmaking of work, the building of
ideas and their subsequent deconstruction and the need build
new again.
www.dillanmarsh.com
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Untitled, 2010
dillan marsh
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Magnhild Øen Nordahl
Magnhild Øen Nordahl (1985) lives and works in Bergen, Norway. She has a BA in fine arts from The National Academy of the Arts in Bergen. Øen Nordahl´s works derive from
existing buildings and architectural situations, and often take
form as sculptures or installations. Her approaches to architecture are diverse, including a phenomenological perspective on
space and objects, a technical and craftsbased interest, as well
as a contextual approach to buildings and their surroundings.
One of Øen Nordahl´s recent works is the series
Riegelbau. This is a study of the traditional Swiss timberhouse,
which has the same main loadbearing elements as modern
trusses; the horizontal, the vertical and the diagonal. Øen
Nordahl abstracts the principles of the framework in a series
of highly colourful wall works situated somewhere between
painterly geometrical abstraction and the sculpture associated
with minimalism, which similarly occupies an ambivalent position between painting and object.
In recent years Magnhild Øen Nordahl has exhibited
in places like NO.5 at Bergen Kunsthall, Galleri Svalbard in
Spitsbergen, Tag Team Studio in Bergen and Milieu in Bern,
Switzerland.
www.magnhildnordahl.com
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Riegelbau #16, 2011
magnhild øen nordahl
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The Useful and the Beautiful, 2011
magnhild øen nordahl
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Camilla Skibrek
I am a hopeless romantic, a constructor and a poetic
minimalist. I mainly work with three-dimensional objects, but
from time to time I also use photography, drawing and performance. My work often starts with found materials, for instance
an artwork, a myth, a sentence or an everyday object. Then I
manipulate, reduce, reorganize or recreate them, not to reveal
their mistakes, but to generate new meaning and beauty.
For several months now I have devoted my time to a piece of
wood. Four hours a day, five days a week, I’m in my studio licking it. It’s a piece of an aspen, which judging by the number of
grains appears to have lived for 16 years before I cut it down.
I lick the same spot over and over, and at the time of
writing this the hole almost reaches the center of the piece.
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Licking My Way Through Wood, 2012
camilla skibrek
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Felle, 2011
camilla skibrek

Felle (detail), 2011
camilla skibrek
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Hanne Grieg Hermansen
Hanne Grieg Hermansen (1984) works with drawing in a variety of formats, also including three-dimensional
works and installations. The drawings are primarily based on
photography, where the technique and time consumption is
an important part of the expression. Her works revolve around
themes such as materiality and decay, technique and mystique,
illusion and authenticity, light and darkness.
She holds a BA from Oslo National Academy of the
Arts (2008) and an MFA from Bergen National Academy of
the Arts (2010). She has held solo shows at Tag Team Studio
and Tegnerforbundet and participated in numerous group
shows at galleries such as Galleri F15, Oslo Kunstforening and
Galleri Erik Steen.
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U-Bahn (Videostill), 2011
hanne grieg hermansen
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Untitled, 2011
hanne grieg hermansen

Blitz, 2010
hanne grieg hermansen
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Lewis & Taggart
Andrew Taggart and Chloe Lewis are a Canadian artist
duo based in Bergen, where they received a collaborative MFA
in 2010. Their work has most recently been exhibited at The
Kuntsi Museum of Modern Art, Finland; Rogaland Contemporary Art Centre, Stavanger, Norway; Tag Team Studio, Bergen;
The ODD Gallery, Dawson City, Canada; SIM, Reykjavik; and
The Factory for Art and Design, Copenhagen. They have been
commissioned to create site-specific works in Bergen, Sandnes
and Suldal, Norway and in Calgary, Canada, and during the
spring of 2012 they will be guest artists at the Centre for Contemporary Art Ujazdowski Castle in Warsaw, Poland. In parallel to their studio practice, Lewis & Taggart operate and program The Museum of Longing and Failure, a small museum
based in Bergen that manifests from time to time in faraway
places.
www.lewisandtaggart.com
www.molaf.org
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Opening Sculpture (detail), 2011
lewis & taggart
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Lars Staffan Evjen
Silent Interior is part of an ongoing project, started
in 1994, by Lars Staffan Evjen, investigating and transforming the one and same silent interior with the charcoal drawing as tool. In recent years, the project has taken new turns
with felt-pen drawings, executed in a serial format, depicting
silenced interiors, resembling ruins or unfinished edifices.
The project has been exhibited in previous constellations, the
latest presentation having been at Bergens Kunstmuseum in
October, 2010. Evjen’s charcoal drawings have been aquired by
many public collections. Lars Staffan Evjen lives and works in
Bergen, Norway.
www.larsstaffan.net
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The Silent Interior
lars staffan evjen
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KATLA
Katla is a collaboration between Ånond Versto, Jonas
Ib F. H. Jensen and Mathijs van Geest. Katla was never actually invented or planned. It would be more fitting to say that it
erupted, or that it is still in the process of erupting. You know,
being young and adventurous and romantic and everything,
you might become a voyager. It sounds perfect: Voyage. Much
better than trip, vacation or whatever. It recalls the time when
the earth was yet to be explored, when a voyage had unlimited potential of discovery, renewal and treasure. There must
be something primal in our urge to voyage. Besides there will
always be something to run away from, whether it being the
shackles of economy or a failing romance.
For Talk Aopkalyps’, the exhibition shown in Tag
Team, 50 kilo of volcanic ash from Iceland was flown to Bergen, the same ash that caused a silence over the entire European airtraffic for a more than a week. The ash was among
other things used in concrete sculptures.
www.talkapokalyps.com
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Talk Apokalyps, 2011
katla
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Vegard Vindenes
I mainly work with painting and painting-installations. Ideas concerning simulated realities, theatrical scenery,
architecture and colour are all important starting points for my
projects. My paintings are dramatizations of small events or
otherwise mundane sights. I use different strategies to stage
scenes and situations in my work, either based on specific experiences or composed as fictive constructions.
www.vegardvindenes.com
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Front #9, 2011
vegard vindenes
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Front #2, 2011
vegard vindenes

Front #8, 2011
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Cato Løland
In his artistic practice Cato Løland is interested in the
spesific materials itself and their inherent qualities. He often
uses found or mass-produced goods, not only because of the
unlimited supply but also to contextualize his work. During his
experience with the chosen materials he starts experimenting
and combining different technics and works in a formalistic
way when composing his works. Time and space is also important aspects in Lølands practice. Meaning he often deals with
timeconsuming processes and is activly using the space he is
occupied in at the present time. In an exhibition context this
becomes visual as he use the architectural elements in the gallery space to make site spesific works.
The presented images are works from his recent
project thats going to be exhibited in Tag Team Studio 16th18th of March 2012.
Cato Løland lives and works in Bergen, Norway.
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Untitled, 2012
cato løland
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Carl Martin Hansen
I work primarily with drawing and sculpture, and my
works often exist on the border between the 2- and the 3-dimensional. The different work groups have a distinct connection and often show parallels to impressions of music and
landscape. The relation to sound art is important for me.
The wall sculptures of wire are site–specific installations on the borderline between the 2- and 3-dimensional. The
mass of wires indicates a volume while the single wire, together with its shadow on the wall, is percieved as a sign.
My epoxy sculptures are large, relief–like flakes,
placed slightly over the floor. The sculptures appear like tense,
vibrating forms in the space, and the thin and irregular surface can be percieved as an corresponding to the line in the
drawings.
The drawings are created in a concentrated process
where intuition and the unconscious are important elements.
The phenomen of music is often a nearby association, but the
works are essentially abstract expressions of inner images and
impulses.
The modelled sculptures are developments of the
same formal language as in the epoxy sculptures, but the works
also make a volume that exist in the drawings come into view.
www.cs55.no/cmh
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Untitled, 2008
carl martin hansen
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Constructions, 2012
arne bakke, arnebakke.com

Untitled
kjetil frøysaa, kjetilfr.no
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Flatland Delirium
morten kvamme

The Orcs Are Approaching, 2011
knud young lunde, knudyounglunde.com
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End of Motion, 2011
david rios

The Egress, 2011
aleksander stav, aleksanderstav.no
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